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scmmslci 95-31) _ _ constructed in accordance with a preferred. ern~ ‘ The present invention relates to photography,v 
and more particularly to roll film cameras having 
backs which are completely removable for ?lm 
loading purposes. , ' 

One object of the present invention is to pro 
vide a simple type of camerav having a ?lm back 
which is completely removable fromlthe camera 
for the purpose of loading the camera with ?lm. 
Another object is to provide such a camera in 
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from the camera to be removed, which'baek in 
cludes a spring pressed ?lm guide which aids in 
positioning the film in the focal .plane of the 
camera. And another object is to provide‘ a‘ 
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an operative connection between said latch mem 
ber and ?lm guide whereby the latter is retracted 

20 
is moved to its unlocking position, so that the 
?lm guide will not tend to abut and. injure the 
?lm strip when the back is slid onto the camera. 
A still further object is to provide such a con-' 

26 nection which includes the fewest number of 
parts, and wherewith the ?lm guide in moving ' 
to and from its guiding position is v‘maintained 
parallel to the focal plane of the camera. I An 
other object is to provide a camera of the type 

30 described which. is simple in construction, e?i 
‘ cient in operation and easy to assemble. ' 

Brie?y, my invention comprises a camera hav 
ing a back which is adapted: to be removed from 
the camera by being slid laterally therefrom. 
Said camera back includes a ?lm guide which 
is normally spring pressed toward the focal plane, 
of the camera to aid in positioning the film in 
said planes The back is locked onto the camera 
by a locking means including a latch member ro 
tatably mounted on the back,_and an operative 
connection is provided between said latch mem 
her and said ?lm guide, whereby the-?lm guide 
is retracted from the focal plane of 'the'camera 
when the latch member is moved to its unlocking 
position. . 

The novel features that‘ I consider character 
istic of my invention are set forth with particu 
larity in the appended claims. 
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itself, however, both as to its organizati'on'and 
its method of operation, together with addi 
tional objects and advantages thereof, will best 
be understood from the following description of 
a speci?c embodiment when read in connection 
with the accompanying drawing, in which, 

Fig. 1 is a bottom view of a typical camera 
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which the back is adapted to be slid laterally or! ' 

means for locking the back on the camera, which‘ 
means includes a latch member rotatably mount- ' 
ed on the back. A further object is to provide‘ v 

‘ the operator. ' 

from its guiding position when the latcnmember 

The invention _ 

. bodiment» of the invention, and with thecamera 
back removed, ' ' 

Fig. 2 is a side elevation of the 
camera back, ' s‘ 

Fig. 3 is a section taken substantially on line, ' 
3-3 of Fig.2, and showing the latch member 
in its locking position, ' > 

Fig. 4 is the same as Fig. 3, but showing the 
latch member in its unlocking position, . 

Fig. 5Y_is' a plan view of that portion of. the 

ing, the manner of mounting the same inv the. 
back,and' j l f 

Fig. 6 is an exterior side elevation of thatpor 
tion' of the camera back including the latch mem 
ber, and showing how its position is indicated to 

Like reference‘ characters refer 
ing parts throughout the drawing. 

to correspond- ~ 

While for the‘ purpose of illustration Irha'vie 

interior oflvth‘e ' 
5 

‘ camera back including the dim guide, and show-v 

is 
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shown the invention in combination with amini- _-, 
ature camera of the type generally using perfo 
rated 35-min. film, it will be understood that the; ‘ 
same is adapted for use with any roll ?lm. camera _, 
having ‘a. back removable for loading purposes, 
and is not dependent upon the size of the camera 
or the .type‘of ?lm used. ‘ . . > . 

Referring now to Fig. 1, the camera may con 
sist of a body portion M, which. may be made 
from a suitable moulded composition, including 
a front wall'il on which the shutter and lens 
unit l2 are mounted, and a top wall l3. The ends 
of the front wall are curved rearwardly, as indi-, 
cated at I 4, to form part of the end walls of they 
camera, and the ends of these curved portions 
are provided with grooves 15. Extending rear 
wardly from the rear face of the front wall ,II 
and directly behind the lens unit is a hollow rec 
tangular frame IS, the rear end'of said frame 
terminating substantially-in the i'ocalv planeof 
the lens and ‘constituting an exposure frame 
across which the film F is fed. The ?lm F, which 
in the instance shown as perforated 35-min. ?lm, 
may be wound from a retort 11 or from a film 
spool journaledin a ?lm spool chamber 20’, across 
the exposure frame l6, over a sprocket l8, and 
onto a takeup spool i9 journaled in the spool 
chamber 20. The takeup and. supply spools are 
drivinglyconnected with the usual winding knobs 
not shown, extending to theoutside of the top 
wall I! so that the film can be advanced, for ex 
posing purposes, and rewound into the retort 
after complete exposure. The sprocket ill may 
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be a counter sprocket usually foundin cameras 55 



incl 50 around 
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25. 
‘ to‘ . new moves it in , - - w‘nig‘i .thegamera bodywhen the baclé is 

~ on to said'bod‘y. said tongue‘andf ' _ “ ,. 

‘ 1 ' tion‘ making" a light-tight ioint. -_ The. light-tight ' 30' 

3 vided for by having a red 
‘free’ edge of 

" Ltoslip v ‘ edge ofthe top wall ",and having a metal chan-" 

-' [40. 9,, 
- trunnion v ,. this support the'sameatboth ends. 

- It is common inrroll?lmcameras 

45 . ' i‘ mm flat in the focal plane 

1 . usually connected to the camera 

so 
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of this type which is opeiztiveiy connected 
a counter visible in 
so as to ‘give a visual 
of exposures _ by the advancing ?lm strip. The ?lm F maybe 
held in proper engagement with the counter 

with 
the top wall of the camera 

camera. For the purpose of guiding-v the ?lm 
strip laterally the rear end of the exposure frame 
I6 is providedwith a groove indicated at 22',‘ which 
groove is the same width as the 

?lm, F and‘of a 
depth equal to‘or slightly greater than the thick 
ness of the ?lm. Thus the extreme edges of the ; 
exposure frame It surrounding grooves}! formv 
rails 23 which extend to or slightly above the top " 

the ?lm F when the frame is correctly 

positioned across the. exposure frame l5.’ , p 
The camera back, indicated generally as 2-4, is 

adapted to he slid onto and of! of the'camera 
the bottom‘wall ill laterally,v and constitutes 

and'provided'with tongues 21 

connection between ‘the ‘cement balk ‘ahd?body " ' 
portions at‘ the ‘other points of are pro?" 

" uced portion-2i at the": 
25’ which 18' adapted" 

the backwall __ r 
' under a metal, overhang 28 around the 

the edge of the bottom wall 25 
tongue 

of the camera. The 

on the retort ‘l'l may extendto rotat 
, v to provide 

a spring pressed, ?lm pad ‘on the'camera back 
whibh'is adapted to press against and hold the 

~ These ?lm pads are 
_ _ back by means 

of springs which normally urge them away from 
he back and toward the, focal plane of the 
camera. Such ?lm pads are 
'emeras having hinged backs where the pad will 
be'n‘ormally brought down against the rear face 
oljtho him when the. back is, closed, but are not‘ 
"0 tisfactory with cameras having backs which 
around of! and onto-the ‘camera body laterally as 
i'n'th'e‘ camera shown. Referring it 
will boa-noticed that the portion of 
aboveathe exposure frame It is slightlybowed 
above the same instead of being flat in the groove 
1! formed therein. 'I'hisgenerally is the condi 

the time of‘ threading,‘ 

15 Fitted on. the camera. 

camera body, were provided with the usual type 
of ?lm pad which is normally extended into or 
below the focal plane of ‘the camera, thatthe 
edge of such pad would undoubtedly engage the 
edge of the ?lmstrip when ‘the back was slid 
onto'the camera body thus causing a buckling 
of the ?lm and a resistance to~the placing of 
the back on the camera. ~ 7 . ' 
To overcome this di?iculty and still provide a 

?lm guide for properly locating the ?lm in the 
focal plane of the camera when the camera-back 

indication of the number . 
made, said-sprocket being rotatedv ,L-when the loam-swarms for 

= I .Referring’now to Figs. 
fastenedito a bowed spring 
?xed at one end to 

. suitable means, for example rivets 31.‘ The other 

142 is fulcrumed between the 
_ . , cess 44 and the‘ metal plate 

' ‘I5 and the back wall 25' of the camera.v The 
- ‘was I! ofthe back wall 25' are curved forwardly ’ which are'adapted‘ 

the ends‘hof the frontv “ 
slipped l 

over a 

engages to \lock 

" the, camera back. 
3| around 

, The'inner end of the stud 

when the camera back ~ 

satisfactory with Y 

be’ appreciated that if the: present 

disease is on, I provide the following varrangement 
whereby the spring pressed ?lm guide is auto 
matically retracted from its guiding position 

the back is opened, 
said iocin'ngmeans and ‘which released by 

when the same-lsmoved _ _ 2--6I the ?lmjgui‘de-M is 
38 

the bottom wall ‘ 25, by‘ any 

end 38 of the bowed spring 55 
rests upon a metal plate 39 ?xed in the‘ back 

wwall 25’ of the camera back. Extending from. 
the bowed spring 35 are. a 
torwhich a similar pair of 
lever 42 are pivoted by a pin 43 extending through 
said four‘ ears- The back wall 25' of the camera 
back adjacent the lever 42 is provided with a 
recess 44 which extends under the metal plate 39 
?xed to said back wall.’ One end of the lever 

bottom of said re 
38, while the other 

extends beyond 

pair of spaced ears 40 

end 45 of the lever 41 
of ‘the ?lm guide 
action of the bowed spring 38. 
The means for locking the camera back onto 

thev camera body comprisesa catch plate 50 ?xed 
recess’ 5i in the frame IS on the camera 

body, said catch plate being formed so as to have 
two. “substantially; resilient ?ngers 52 behind 
swh'icli'the catch ,rnernber‘on the camera back 

K the two parts together. The 

camera back is provided with a latch 
comprising a. stud53 extending through and ro 
tatably‘mounted relative to 

' The stud is held; against lon 

gitudinal movement relative to the wall 
'virtue‘of the shoulder 54 engaging the inside face 
of said wall,‘ and-the key‘ memberv w55 screwed 
to the end ofvthe studahdgesting in a recess 56 
formed in the outside face ‘of the bottom wall. 

"is provided with a 
catch member 51 which is adapted, when in the 
position shown in Fig." 4, toextend between the 
fingers 52 on catch plate 50, and into'the recess 
5t, and when turned to the position shown in 
Fig.3;is adapted to extend across the ?ngers 52 
of the catch plate 50 to prevent the back from. 
belngslidoi! from the camera body. The catch 
member 51 is turned from the outside of the 
camera back by means of a 'key member 55 
?xed to thestud'ii, and the position of the 
catch member is indicated by the position of 
the key in the recess which'is provided with two 
marked positions, one marked, “locked,” and one 
marked, “open.” When the key is in the posi 

in Fig. 6 the word “locked” is un 
covered‘speciiying that the latch is'in its open 
position and should be turned to lock the back 
on the ‘camera. , V - v 
80 that the ?lm. guide will be automatically re 

tracted when the vcamera back is unlatched, a 
cam Bills ?xed'to the stud 53 to engage the end 
45 of the lever 42. The face of this cam is so 
formed that when the latch member is moved to ' 
its'open position’ for the removal of the camera 
back‘, the cam will ‘act to press down upon the 
end _‘45 of'the lever 42,'whereupon,__the ?lm guide 
3515 drawn down against the action ofthe bowed 
spring 36.1 It will be apparent'that 
lever 42 pulls down directly in the center of the 
?lm guide, and the end of the bowed spring 36/15 
free to slide on ‘the metal plate 39 during such 
depression, that the ?lm guide will bemaintalned ' 
in a plane parallel to the focal plane ofthe cam 

wl'iich is in vturn ‘ 

spaced ears 3! on the. 

member . 

since. the v" 

to its locking position‘. ; , 

~\lfl 

isturned up and. ' 

15 
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the, edge _ 

andis normally raised by the Y 
25 

so 

as by 
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aiaaoss 
era throughout its movement to and from its 
guiding position. After the camera has been 
loaded, the back may be readily slid back'onto 
the camera body without danger of the ?lm guide 

' abutting the ?lm strip, since said guide" is ,held 
in its retracted position; and upon the replace 
ment of the camera back and a locking of the 
latch member the ?lm guide 35 will be returned 
to its guiding position by the bowed spring 316. 
It will be readily appreciated that the end 45 of 
the 1ever’42 is maintained in engagement with: 
the cam 60 at all times due to the action of the 
bowed spring 36, hence the face of said cam must 
be so formed as to allow the bowed spring 36 
to return the ?lm guide 35 to its ?lm guiding 
position when the latch member is in its locking 
position. The locking and unlocking positions 
of the latch member on the camera back are posi 
tively determined by abutments GI and 62 on the 
cam so which come into abutment with the end 
45 on the lever 42 in the two extremepositions 
of the latch member. The tension of the spring 
36 or the form of the face of the cam 80 are not 
stringently controlled so as to insure proper 
pressure of the ?lm guide, in its guiding position, 
because in such'position the ?lm guide does not 
directly engage the ?lm strip. The ?lm guide 35 
is preferably provided wtih a lug 63 at each cor 
ner, which lug is adapted to extend beyond the 
sides of the ?lm groove 22 andlthe exposure frame 
I 6 to engage the rails 23 at the edges of said 
groove. Thus the pressure of the ?lm guide 35 is 
exerted on the exposure frame alone, and the ?lm 
guide merely comes down upon said exposure‘ 
frame to form with the groove 22 therein a ?lm 
channel at the focal plane of the camera through 
which the ?lm is directed. . , 

Although I have shown and described a spe 
ci?c embodiment of my invention, I am fully 
aware that many modi?cations thereof are pos 
sible. My invention, therefore, is not to be re 
stricted except in so far as is necessitated by the 
prior art and by the spirit of the appended claims. 
Having thus described my invention what I de 

clare is new and desire to secure by Letters Pat 
ent of the United States is: . 

1.‘In a roll ?lm camera, the combination with 
a camera body, means at one side of the body 
for supporting a supply roll of unexposed ?lm, 
means at'the other side of the body-for supporting 
a take-up roll for winding ?lm from said supply 
roll, and an exposure frame between said rolls 
across which the ?lm is advanced in the focal 
plane of the camera, of a camera back completely 
removable from said camera bodyfor loading 
purposes, a ?lm guide carried by said camera 
back and movable to and from a guiding posi 
tion wherein it cooperates with said exposure 
frame to form a ?lm channel at the focal plane 
of the camera, means for locking said back on 
the camera body, and including a latch member _ 
on said camera back, and an operative connec 
tion between said latch member and said ?lm 
guide, whereby the ?lm guide is moved to and 
from its guiding position when the latch member 
is moved to and from its locking position, rc~ 
spectively. ' 

2. In a roll ?lm ‘camera, the combination with 
a camera body, means at one side of the body for 
supporting a supply roll of unexposed ?lm, means 
at the other side of the body for supporting a 
take-up roll for winding ?lm from said supply 
roll, and an exposure frame between said rolls 
across which the ?lm is advanced in the focal 
plane of the camera, of a camera back complete 

3 
1y removable from said camera body for loading 
purposes, a ?lm guide carried‘ by said camera 
back and movable to and from a guiding position 
wherein it cooperates with said .exposure' frame 
to form a' ?lm channel at the focal plane of the 
camera, means normally forcing said ?lm guide 
into its ‘guiding position, means for locking said, 

" back on the camera body, and including a latch 
member on‘ said camera back, and an operative 
connection between said latch member and said ; 
?lm guide, whereby the ?lm guide is adapted to 
be retracted from its guiding position when said 
latch member is moved to its unlocking position. 

3. In a roll ?lm camera, the combinationiwith 
a camera body, means at one side of the body for 
supporting a supply roll of‘ unexposed ?lm, means, 
at the other side of the body for supportingaa 
take-up roll for winding ?lm from saidsupply 
roll, andan exposure frame between said rolls 
across which the ?lm is advanced in the focal 
plane of the camera, of a camera back completely 
removable from said camera body for loading, 
purposes, a ?lm .guide carried by said camera 
back and movable to and from a guiding position 
wherein it cooperates with said exposure frame - 
to form a film channel at the focal plane of the 
camera, said ?lm guide normally spring pressed 
into its guiding position, means for locking said 
back on the camera body, and including a latch 
member rotatably mounted on said camera back i 
for movement between a locking and an unlock 
ing position, and an operative connection vbe 
tween said latch member and said ?lm guide, , 
whereby the ?lm guide is adapted to be retracted 
from its guiding position when said latch member - 
is moved to its unlocking position. 

4. In a roll ?lm camera, the combination with 
a camera body, means at one side of the body for 
supporting a supply roll of unexposed ?lm, means 
at the other side of the body for supporting a 
take up roll for winding ?lm from said supplyv 
roll, and anexposure frame between said rolls 
across which the ?lm‘ is advanced in the focal 
plane of the camera, of a camera back complete 
ly removable from ‘said camera body for loading 
purposes, a ?lm guide carried by said camer'a' 
back and movable to and from a guiding position 
wherein it cooperates with said exposure frame 
to form a ?lm channel at the focal plane of the 
camera, said ?lm guide normally spring pressed 
into its guiding position, means for locking said' 
back. on the camera body, and including a latch 
member rotatably'mounted on said camera back 
for movement between a locking and an unlock 
ing position, and ‘an operative connection be 
tween said latch member and said ?lm guide, 
whereby the ‘?lm guide is adapted to be re 
tracted from its guidingposition when said latch 
member is moved to its unlocking position, said 
operative connection including means for posi 
tively limiting the movement of said latch mem 
ber in its locking and unlocking position. 

5. In a roll film camera, the combination with 
a camera body, means at one side of the body for 
supporting a supply roll of unexposed ?lm, means 
at the other side of the body for supporting a 
take-up roll for winding ?lm from said supply 
roll, and an exposure frame between said rolls 
across which the ?lm is advanced in the focal 
plane of the camera, of a camera back completely 
removable from said camera body for loading 
purposes, a film guide carried by said camera 
back and movable to and from a guiding posi 
tion wherein it cooperates with said exposure 
frame to form a ?lm channel at the focal plane 
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of ‘the camera, said ?lm guide normally spring 
pressed into its guiding position, means for look 
ing said back on the camera body, and including 
a latch member rotatably mounted on said cam 
era back for movement between a locking and 
an unlocking position, and an operative connec 
tion between said latch member and said ?lm‘ 
guide,‘ whereby the ?lm, guide is adaptedto be 
retracted from its guiding position when said 
latch member is ‘moved torits unlocking position, 
said operative connection being such. that the 
?lm guide in moving to and from its ?lm guiding 
position‘is maintained in‘parallel planes. 

6. In a roll ?lm camera, the combination with 
a camera body, means at one side of the body for 
supporting a supply roll of unexposed ?lm, means 
at the other side of the body for supporting a 
take-up roll for winding ?lm from said supply 
roll, and an exposure ‘frame between said rolls 
across which the ?lm is advanced in the focal 
plane of the camera, of a camera back completely 
removable from said camera body for loading 
purposes, a ?lm guide carried by said camera 
back and movable to and from a guiding position 
wherein it cooperates with said exposure frame 
to form a ?lm channel at the focal plane of the 
camera, said ?lm guide normally spring pressed 
into its guiding position, means for locking said 
back on the camera body, and including a latch 
member rotatably mounted on said camera back 
for movement between a locking and an unlock 
ing position, and anoperative connection be 
tween said latch member and said ?lm guide, 
whereby the ?lm guide is adapted to be retracted 
from its guiding position when said latch mem 
ber is‘moved to its unlocking position, said op— 
erative connection including a cam member ?xed 
to and rotated by said latch member. 

7. In a roll ?lm camera, the combination with 
a camera body, means at one side of the body for 
supporting a supply roll of unexposed ?lm, means 
at the other side of the body for supporting a 
take-up roll for winding ?lm from said supply 
roll, and an exposure frame between said rolls 
across which the ?lm is advanced in the focal 
plane of the camera, of a camera back completely 
removable from said camera body for loading 
purposes, a ?lm guide carried by said camera 
back, means for attaching said ?lm guide in 
said camera back whereby it is movable to and 
from a guiding position wherein it cooperates 
with said exposure frame to form ‘a ?lm channel 
at the focal plane of the camera, and is nor 
mally moved to said guiding position, said means . 

2,186,639 
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including‘ a bowed spring attached to said cam 
era back and to said ?lm guide, means for look 
ing said back on the camera body, and includ 
ing a latch member rotatably mounted on said 
camera back for movement between a locking 
and an unlocking position, and an operative. con 
nection between said latch member and said ?lm 
guide, whereby'the ?lm guide'is adapted to be 
retracted from its guiding position when said 
latch member -is moved to its unlocking position, 
said connection comprising a lever connected to 
said ?lm guide‘ and pivoted at one end to said 
camera back, and a'cam ?xed to said latch mem 
ber to be rotated therewith and arranged to en 
gage and depress said lever when the latch mem 
ber is moved to its unlocking position. 

8. In a roll?lm camera, the combination with 
a camera body, means at one side of the body 
for supporting a supply roll of unexposed ?lm, 
means at the other side of the body for support 
ing a take-up roll for winding ?lm from said sup 
ply roll, and an exposure frame ‘between said 
rolls across which the ?lm is advanced in the 
focal plane ‘of the camera, of a camera back 

' completely removable from said camera body for 
loading purposes, a ?lm guide carried by said 
camera back, means for attaching said ?lm guide 
in said ‘camera back, whereby it 
and from a guiding position wherein it cooper 
ates with said exposure frame to form a ?lm chan 
nel at the focal plane of the camera and is nor 
mally moved to said guiding position, said means 
including a bowed spring attached to said cam 
era back and to said ?lm guide, means for look 
ing said back on the camera body, and includ 
ing a latch member rotatably mounted on said 
camera back for movement between a locking 
and an unlocking position, 
nection between said latch member and said ?lm 
guide, whereby the ?lm guide is adapted to be 
retracted from its guiding position when‘said 
latch member is moved to its unlocking ‘position, 
and adapted to be limited in its movement to 
its guiding position when said latch member is 
moved to its locking position, said operative con 
nection comprising a cam ?xed to said latch 
member to be rotated therewith, and a lever piv 
otedat one end to the camera back and including 
a portion adapted to be engaged by said cam, 
said lever connected to said ?lm guide to be 
normally held in engagement with said cam by 
the action of said bowed spring. 

HENRY O. DRO'I'NING. 
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and an operative con- 7 
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